
AIM Meeting  
October 6, 2008 
 
Dorinda Sorvig (At TRF), Dr. Marshall, Mary Amundson, Wanda Sorum, Beth McMahon, Barb Forrest, 
Ellen Brehmer, Kent Hanson, Dean Dalen, Mary Fontes, Renee Kringlen, and Hank Roehrich  
 
Faculty to identify areas of support needed and then tutoring support.  Want to make the best of 
supplemental  instruction, tutoring to attend the sessions (Supplemental Instruction Sessions). 
 
What is the supplemental instruction – what is determined by the faculty collectively and identify a plan 
of action; tutoring is a more passive event. A more active approach – in dealing with  
 
What does it include? I don’t know how I could identify. 
 
Barb and Dorinda spoke about 
 
Dr. Marshall 3 or 4 weeks ago a session. 
4 basic problems:  
Reluctance on the behalf of some international students to proceed with the programs; 
Reactions to this by them have set up perhaps a type of Us-Them and get a hold of and end; 
Students themselves don’t value ability to speak English – not morally aware between difference of 
education and certifications. 
 
Tendency to read this as a Somali problem but maybe a wider problem… 
 
Find out what each of us know… 
Can’t find out what the problem is then can rely on VPs and such to help with the problem. 
 
What specifically are our needs? 
 
What is said in the room stays in the room to meet our problems (Sub rosa - Vatican reference of 
hanging roses from the ceiling and anything said underneath the roses doesn’t  leave the room) 
50% of the problem, answer is embedded in the problem 
 
Problems: 
Understanding English terms (initiate, demonstrate, describe, differentiate, contraindicate even words 
such as broth and gelatin) 
They come from the cities with Comp already taken and have taken ESL courses  
Nursing I textbook want one-on-one help 
Conference at the Perkins Conference (Beth and Dean – but he said that there is a large # of Somali 
students in the cities and go through Somali students and taught by somoli teachers and such and take 
courses for credit for College) To understand how they came to us where they are… 
Even from Fargo – get through HS (Ellen’s students) 
How are you going to force a student to get the help 
Challenge – assess them and identify them they need the help 
Some are self-identifying (mostly during the test) 
They want in the courses and wouldn’t move until they got in – very assertive students 
 



Barb’s conversation about a different assessment – reassess with ACCUPLACER (ESOL credit  gotten 
through all of the hoops) 
Not been honest in later years and are going through the process 
People testing through low end (ESL or LOEP) 
We don’t have an ESL curriculum – now a push at the State to test for ESOL 
Build a test routine to assess for students who have difficulty with English 
What do we do with the data? Academic side of the house – what do we develop 
Testing what do we provide 
Only catch students we assess? Exempt those who take 
 
Some programs are assessing ALL students – students who answer certain questions 
 
Last year huge influx of students in RCP (8 of 15 students ESL needs) Tightened up their syllabus 
Very apt at hiding being illiterate – very basic things they assumed they already knew if they came this 
far (like telling time – some preceptors, confidential evaluation so they can have good feedback that is 
critical) 
 
Clinicals – students can’t hide anymore (Tony adding Study Group on Fridays – started a couple weeks 
ago) Adding questions from test bank – open book in preparation for the exam. Questions on in-house 
written by us and the questions they are being exposed to are from the national testbank. Can’t use 
calculator for the exam. The rules are laid out for the students. The students are realizing that he isn’t 
going to back down. Study lab that opened but now that he is attending, the lab hasn’t seen students 
coming to the session) The students were so good at hiding their issues. The instructors are very serious 
about the questions and check offs. Makes them get down and be focused. The students are very literal 
– not RCP person – no help is available. The student available is an EMT and students don’t recognize 
her as an expert.  
 
Problem at Clinicals only? (Dean’s question) Or have the students gotten to complete the requirements 
up to this point and nothing along the way that actually checks for writing proficiency in a program. 
Outside of the classroom – This is an English-speaking only class between you and me but can speak to 
any other students in another language (to avoid a Freedom of Speech issue) Formal language or 
academic language. Allied health has to comes grips with… Certain classes in allied health has an English 
intensive component to them. I would say “No,” not just the clinical. There are problems prior to the 
students getting to clinicals without having the academic English.  
Emphasis has to be pretechnical. What do we accept. 
 
Help provided because the person was not an expert in the field.  NO HELP AVAILABLE. 
 
Tony is helping with 2nd year students (Wanda’s and Tony’s – they both are helping their own) Haven’t 
gotten into the more difficult content. Giving them heck when they don’t go to 
 
We want to get moving… Trained supplemental instruction is going on but need training first. 
Folks have expertise in assessing students. 
Barb has had contact with experts and have number of names (DEAN and ELLEN to contact those 
individuals – Learning Services take the LEAD on this project) 
   



For Learning Services to take the Lead, it would be helpful to hear that the supportive services (Needs to 
be tied together) It would be great to coordinate the activities. Tutor and the instructors on the same 
page for providing assistance ( A second year student could be the technical tutor) 
 
Heard two different things:  
Connections with English terms  
Technical assistance in content area 
 
Long-Term: 
Need to identify what other colleges are doing (Dean and Ellen) 
 
Short-Term: 
*We do have a population to assist now – What do we do? 
-To ask as to not offend, like ask time, etc. 
 
*The professionals in the field - They know the functional English the students need and need to define 
that before we move forward. All of us aren’t teachers in the field, etc. All of us are teachers in academic 
English for the field. Ourselves conscious of that fact that we have an ESL student in this course. Once 
they are motivated, that group will be moved forward to get assistance.  
 
Question asking right now – Maybe it doesn’t work? (AIM?) 
Tony had to send the students to Early Alert Process instead of having a considerable. 
Support instructors in academic supplemental instruction efforts (Tony’s assistance now) 
Ellen’s CLAs no point 
Nursing instructors involved  
 
Have we identified the problem to the point to assist the students? 
 
Identify the problem from their perspective? We are dealing with a culture that is from a war-torn 
country. People have to get ahead and US represents a much much better life.  Worked to get out. The 
ones who did were able to work against the institution to get what they wanted. 
Usually when they run into friends but if the friends insulate to the point of being detrimental to existing 
in the environment – Academic English needs. 
 
Students need to learn Academic English. I want in to college, I want a certification… Calling into 
question what they know as a truth – I have street smarts but not book smarts. 
 
Facing 3 probs:  

1. Group supporting the students(anti-intellectual);  
2. Students trained to get around the performance objectives (Wikidemia); 

 
What we have to tell them –  
We need academic English to survive… 
 
ALL students will need to be tested… Right now, they are in our curriculum. At the point doing some 
very intrusive advising today, unless your English gets better you will not do any better. 
 
Can’t solve the problem from our perspective but from theirs also. 



 
Long-term - Need minimal level English requirements for ALL programs (for all purposes)  
We need to draw a line in the sand… nothing short of that will motivate them. We need to convince 
them that there is a need for them to be in the program (English-fluency program)  
This will automatically happen as they will flunk out of the program. Need to get around the “little dab 
will do.” 
 
How do we do this with Open Enrollment institution??? 
 
Of course we’re going to provide Supplemental Instruction and Tutoring (right now they don’t know 
that without the English proficiency they are doomed). 
 
Need an ACTION PLAN by the end of the meeting for immediate needs: 
Caution us about – can’t jump into a program unless we know what we’re doing, what personnel we 
have, what resources we have, etc. 
 
EARLT ALERT System –  
To identify students, then students need to come in and see an advisor.  
Hold the certification up to let them know of the requirements involved at the system level. 
Up to now (Counselors and Advisors leave it up to the student to attend) 
Counselors and advisors need to identify the support needs of the students 
Progress report with that instructor’s name on it and follow up on an Early Alert – not an option to use 
the system   
Strong message from the instructor that they have sent them on to Early Alert and then funneling them 
to supp instruction and tutoring available. 
 
Other –  
Lectures over and over again and on D2L, separate study group session. Not all students see the 
instructor but go in to see the counselor/advisor  
Need to put more work in with English skills. TOT (Time On Task) – the more they use, the more they will 
use. 
With instructor – Friend you are not cutting it here. So do all of the students. Not unique to ESL 
students. 
 
 
ACTION PLAN: 
Short – Term: 

1. Instructors need to meet with the students (One-on-One) – ER reference (Triage) 
Barb and Dorinda develop a plan to meet with the students (either one-on-one or in a group) 
“Friend you’re in trouble” 
 

2. Meeting for those who have volunteered for SI and Ann Dziengel and Ellen Anton 
Training for those who with working with students who need English. 
Meeting (Ann, Ellen, with faculty before they provide SI) 
 

3. Dean and Ellen check with Best Practice resources for the services. 
4.  



Supplemental instruction session would get so much - objective is not to teach English terms. They need 
reinforcement with the concepts  
Need training in how to instruct them? (Barb’s questions) Barb feels very inadequate in assisting the 
students who are extremely deficient with the repoirtoire they have in their arsenal. Adult Ed offices 
(Ann Dziengel and Ellen Anton) – she has offered a technical English time period (No one showed…) 
build her as part of the team. They are mandated to assist in that manner. Seek guidance from the 
existing personnel in the building 
 
Who’s on board Long-Term (Kerry Jaeger, Dr. Marshall, Ellen Brehmer, Dean Dalen, Steve Crittenden, 
Wanda Sorum, Tony Sorum, Deloris Larson, Karen, Bierman, Kent Hanson, Beth McMahon, Dorinda 
Sorvig, Norma Konshack, Mary Amundson, Barb Forrest , Ann Dziengel, Ellen Anton, and Mary Fontes)  


